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orange clubs prepare for contests
CLUBS TO COMPETITIONS

�?� @41� ŋ>?@� ?191?@1>� /;91?� @;�
a close, many extracurriculars are 
starting to have competitions as a way 
to show their hard work throughout 
@41� ŋ>?@� ?191?@1>�� %/51:/1� !8E9<5-0�
and In The Know are some of the 
clubs having competitions this 
:1D@�9;:@4�� %/51:/1� !8E9<5-0�
is a national competition that uses 
>1?1->/4�;:�?/51:@5ŋ/�@;<5/?�@;�-:?C1>�
questions and solve problems.

Events consist of study and build 
teams, and team members put equal 
1Ŋ;>@� 5:@;�.;@4��%@A0E�1B1:@?�>1=A5>1�
students to take tests and answer 
=A1?@5;:?� -.;A@� -� ?<1/5ŋ/� @;<5/	�
and many allow binders and cheat 
sheets for formulas and information. 
Build events have students create 
contraptions for a scenario, from 
creating a launcher to creating a 
bridge.

r%/51:/1� !8E9<5-0� 5?� -� :-@5;:-8�
:;:
<>;ŋ@� ;>3-:5F-@5;:� 0105/-@10� @;�
improving the quality of K-12 science 
education, increasing opportunity 
and diversity in science, creating a 
technologically-literate workforce and 
providing recognition for outstanding 
achievement by both students and 
@1-/41>?	s� -//;>05:3� @;� @41� ;ő/5-8�
%/51:/1�!8E9<5-0�C1.?5@1�

Competitions have the two 
sections, where build events are 
building something to solve a problem, 
like a clock or a thermometer, and 
study events have students answer 
questions about topics from astronomy 
to ornithology, and students have to 
have their cheat sheets to help them 
during the competition.

“The team has worked on their 
cheat sheets and built their projects 
for the past couple weeks,” junior 
and study captain Achyntia Perumal 
said. “We have a lot of independent 

expectations to study the material 
and plan meetings around our events 
so that we can be prepared for the 
competitions.” 

Their competition was on Dec. 4, 
C41>1� @41E�C1:@� @;� ;>@4B51C�!45;	�
and competed  with many other 
?/4;;8p?� %/51:/1� !8E9<5-0� @1-9?	�
where the team placed 20th out of 45 
teams

In The Know is a trivia competition 
with questions that range from 
pop culture to geography, and has 
meetings and competitions every 
week on Tuesdays or Thursdays.

“[In The Know] is for anyone who’s 
interested in learning and answering 
trivia questions on all kinds of topics, 
pop culture, sports, current events, 
music, geography, in a fun stress free 
environment,” senior In The Know 
member Saket Pochiraju said.

They have a competition on Dec. 
9, and Competitions are run in teams 
of four, and students answer many 
=A1?@5;:?�-.;A@�@41�05Ŋ1>1:@�@;<5/?�-@�
hand.

“Each match consists of three 
twelve minute rounds with four 
people in (for each school) at a time,” 
Pochiraju said. 
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top: Shukanth J. works on an idea for his 
build event, its about time .
middle top: Jayshuk P. and Harish M. 
discuss an idea for his event, ping pong 
parachute.
middle bottom: The Science Olympiad 
team during the awards ceremony for the 
December 4th competition.
bottom: In The Know members Josh F. 
Saket P. and Shakeel S.practices for a 
competition.
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END OF SEMESTER ASSESMENTS RETURN

The last time students took 
midterms was in December 2019 
.12;>1� �!(��
U]� C-?� ŋ>?@� >1<;>@10�
in the United States in January 2020, 
according to the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention (CDC). Now, 
after two years without taking any 
1D-9?	� 950@1>9?� C588� @-71� <8-/1�
Dec.15-17. 

Students currently in high school 
have either never taken a midterm 
before or have not taken them in a 
/;A<81� ;2� E1->?�� &41>12;>1	� @41E� C588�
4-B1�@;�>141->?1�4;C�@;�<>1<->1�2;>�@41�
exams. Some teachers have gone extra 
?@1<?� @;� ;Ŋ1>� ?@A0E� <-/71@?� @;� 418<�
?@A01:@?�<>1<->1� 2;>� @41�950@1>9?� 5:�
their class. 

“We gave students a review guide, 
-:�-??53:91:@�C5@4�<>1B5;A?�A:5@?� @;�
<>-/@5/1�-:0�C1�C588�?<1:0�@41��;:0-E�
and Tuesday in class reviewing before 
midterms,” algebra 1 and 2 teacher 
Taylor Sieve said. “We also gave 
our freshmen midterm schedules a 
C117�-3;�@;�418<�@419�9-<�;A@�@415>�
schedules because they can be a little 
confusing.”

However, not all midterms are 
going to be standard tests. Some 
/8-??1?	� 8571� <1>2;>95:3� -:0� B5?A-8�
->@?	� ->1� 0;5:3� <>;61/@?� -:0� ;@41>�
assignments related to their class.

r�;?@� ;2� @41�950@1>9?� ->1� -/@A-8�
tests. The only class where I don’t 
have an actual test is in Design where 
C1�4-B1�@;�9-71�-�2-?45;:�<;>@2;85;	s�
freshman Solee Lim said.

Some classes are even doing their 
midterms outside of class. Choir has 
-�<1>2;>9-:/1�@41E�C588�0;�;A@?501�;2�
school that will count as its midterm.

“It kind of sucks that we have to 
do it in our own time and not during 
/8-??	�.A@� @4-@� 6A?@�91-:?�0A>5:3�;A>�
?/410A810� 1D-9� @591	� C1� /-:� 6A?@�

C-@/4�-�9;B51�-:0�1-@�?:-/7?	s�6A:5;>�
-:0�/4;5>�?@A01:@�)588��1??:1>�?-50��

Some underclassmen have voiced 
concerns about midterms because 
they have never taken them before 
while in high school. Particularly, 
they’re worried about the fact that the 
950@1>9� 5?�C;>@4� VT�<1>/1:@�;2� @415>�
semester grade. 

“I’m nervous for midterms because 
;2�4;C�5@�9-E�-Ŋ1/@�9E�?191?@1>�3>-01��
�2���0;�C188	��p9�ŋ:1���2�:;@	�@41:�5@�C588�
0>;<� 9E� 3>-01� 1B1:� 52� @41� ?191?@1>�

3>-01� C-?� 3>1-@� .12;>1	s� ?;<4;9;>1�
Ethan Jung said.

�;C1B1>	� A<<1>/8-??91:� 4-B1�
-� 85@@81� .5@� ;2� 1D<1>51:/1� @-75:3�
midterms one or more times before, 
therefore they feel a little bit more at 
ease. Even so, it’s been two years since 
anyone has taken a midterm.

“From what I can remember, 
midterms were a lot easier than 
1D<1/@10�� �;C1B1>	� �pB1� ;:8E� @-71:�
them one in the winter of my freshman 
E1->	s��1??:1>�?-50��
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The

SIGNING DAY

Q: What college did you commit 
to and what are you most excited for 
about it?

A:  I am committed to Murray 
State University. I am excited to play 
at the next level and meet new people 
and friends.

Q: What made you want to 
continue your sport in college?

A: I have always wanted to play 
softball in college. I love softball and 
want to play for another four years.

Q: How was signing? Was it 
exciting or nerve-racking?

A: I was nervous and excited for 
signing day. I was excited because a lot 
of students, parents and coaches came 
to support. It was really nice.

Q: How do you think your high 
?/4;;8� 1D<1>51:/1� C588� .1� 05Ŋ1>1:@�
from college?

A: The biggest change will be 
more schoolwork, more practice and 
more traveling.

Q: What made the college you 
committed to stand out from the 
others?

A: I really liked the atmosphere 
of a small town and everyone there 
supporting the school and students. 
The campus is really pretty and I love 
the coaches.

Q: What college did you commit 
to and what are you most excited for 
about it?

A: I’m committed to Eastern 
Michigan University. I’m super excited 
to play at a competitive next level.”

Q: What made you want to 
continue your sport in college?

A: I wasn’t ready to stop playing 
the sport I love. I have been wanting to 
play soccer in college for a long time. I 
was so blessed to have the opportunity 
to do so.

Q: How was signing? Was it 
exciting or nerve racking?

A: Signing day was so fun and 
exciting! I was so happy to see all of 
my friends and family.

Q: How do you think your high 
?/4;;8� 1D<1>51:/1� C588� .1� 05Ŋ1>1:@�
from college?

A: I believe college will be a lot 
more challenging and time consuming 
than high school, both academically 
and athletically.

Q: What made the college you 
committed to stand out from the 
others?

A: �� 4-0� ;Ŋ1>?� -:0� /;:B1>?-@5;:?�
2>;9�9A8@5<81� 05Ŋ1>1:@� ?/4;;8?�� &41�
05Ŋ1>1:/1� .1@C11:� @41� ;@41>?� C-?�
that I was closer to home. My family 
is my support system, and I know that 
the key to my success is to have them 
closer.

Q:  What college did you commit 
to and what are you most excited for 
about it?

A: I’m committed to Eastern 
Kentucky University. I’m most excited 
to have new experiences and make 
new friends.

Q: What made you want to 
continue your sport in college?

A: I’m a very competitive person 
and volleyball has always been a part 
of my life.

Q: How was signing? Was it 
exciting or nerve racking?

A: Signing was exciting because I 
@45:7� 5@�ŋ:-88E� ?1@� 5:� @4-@� ��4-0�.11:�
saying, ‘Oh yeah, I’m going to EKU’ for 
-89;?@�-�E1->�:;C	�.A@���;ő/5-88E�-9�
going there now.

Q: How do you think your high 
?/4;;8� 1D<1>51:/1� C588� .1� 05Ŋ1>1:@�
from college?

A: �@p88�.1�05Ŋ1>1:@�6A?@�.1/-A?1�;2�
the amount of practice and lifting. 

Q: What made the college you 
committed to stand out from the 
others?

A: I always said I didn’t want to 
go to a huge school but not a tiny 
one either so the fact that I felt like it 
was the perfect size with a Division 
1 program was exactly what I was 
looking for.

writer emma barnhart
designer emma barnhart

As senior athletes commit to their colleges, they are taking huge steps forward by furthering their education at the 
next level. “This is a huge accomplishment, and we wish them continued success as they continue their academic 
and athletic careers,” Athletic Director Brett Diehl said.
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The

CELEBRATING BIPOC VOICES

Born from the protests in May 
2020 and the desire for more diversity 
in the theater program, came the 
Out-Loud BIPOC Theatre Collective. 
It is an extension of Orangelight 
Productions, and it is designed to 
showcase the voices of those that are 
black, indigenous and people of color.

The program gives minorities a 
chance to share their personal stories 
in a way that didn’t happen before.

“I decided that we needed to have a 
?<-/1�;:�;A>�?@-31�?<1/5ŋ/-88E�/->B10�
out for people of color, and I wanted 
it to be an annual event, not just a 
one-and-done thing. I wanted this to 
be something that students could rely 
on,” theater director Cathy Swain-
Abrams.

Discussion about the program 
began in summer 2020 with talking 
to alumni of color about the things 
they would have liked to see. Then, 
the meetings started at the beginning 
of the 2020-21 school year with a focus 
on more than just who’s on the stage.

“We needed not only to have plays 
that had people of color in them but 
plays that were written and directed 

by people of color,” Swain-Abrams 
said. “It’s not enough to have a white 
person’s story that has people of color 
in it.”

From there, Swain-Abrams hired 
director Alexis Wilson to come in and 
C;>7�;:�@41�<>;3>-9p?�ŋ>?@�<>;0A/@5;:�
that premiered in February 2020, 
called “Trilogy”.

“‘Trilogy’ was in response to all 
@4-@� @41�?@A01:@?�C1>1�.15:3�-Ŋ1/@10�
by: the killing of George Floyd, racism 
in this country, climate change and 
more,” Wilson said.

However, for the fall play this year, 
)58?;:� @;;7� -� 05Ŋ1>1:@� -<<>;-/4��
“Summer House” was a story that 
focused on love and community 
rather than struggle and strife.

“I’ve always been frustrated by 
the lack of representation regarding 
BIPOC stories that are about the more 
everyday aspects of living in the world. 
Where are the stories about trying to 
get into college, having a baby and the 
dreams that we have?” Wilson said. 
“We are often put into a box of crime, 
entertainment, trauma or historical 
narratives, and while these topics are 

real and important, I believe we have 
-� 8;@�9;>1� @;� ;Ŋ1>� -?� <1;<81� -:0� -?�
artists.”

“Summer House” premiered at the 
high school on Saturday, Oct. 30 and 
Sunday, Oct. 31.

“The play follows a group of 
friends through four decades as 
they all experience life, love and 
relationships,” assistant to the director 
and senior Imari Duncan said. “The 
play was written beautifully, and the 
show came out even better. I know 
from feedback it even brought a couple 
people to tears. It was a fantastic show 
to be a part of.” 

After the production, the Out-
Loud BIPOC Theatre Collective 
immediately began looking towards 
shows that could do in the future, 
both harrowing and light-hearted.

“I want to keep pushing boundaries 
and put us in places that cause us to 
be a little uncomfortable because 
that’s where the growth lies,” Wilson 
said. “We [BIPOC] can’t say now that 
there is no place for us. It’s here. The 
door is open. All we have to do is walk 
through and show up!”

writer emma clute
designer taylor stewart 
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Sophmores Ciara F. and Shaivi S. perform the production “Summer House” on Oct. 28
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The

TIME OFF FROM SCHOOL
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STUDENTS OF THE MONTH
& PIONEER PRIDE BARS

Natalia Au
Camryn Earl
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